September 1 | GlobeWest reveals Outdoor Collections 2018, inviting Australians to holiday at
home. A diverse outdoor living, dining, lounging and entertainment furniture offering to fit a
multitude of alfresco, patio, deck, garden and poolside spaces.
Outdoor sofa’s, occasional chairs, dining tables & chairs, sun lounges, bench seating, coffee and
side tables, plus planters merging style with durability for the Australian climate.
The collection includes 7 new premium quality furniture collections celebrating Australian open plan,
indoor-outdoor dining and living:
Embrace the outdoors with Livorno, a modern, sculptural collection featuring rounded silhouettes
and concrete fibrestone in black, grey and white. Soak up the sun on comfortable, knitted woven
pieces featuring sun-proof properties and quick dry, mould resistant foam. The versatile indooroutdoor round dining table is a stand-out.
Atlantic features thick, unique ribboning detail and warm teak, balanced against a dark grey, light
moss and ash colour palette. Fabrics are sun-proof, breathable, UV protected, fade and waterresistant. Highlights include the contemporary, low-seated Loft Sofa Chair and Loft 2 Seater Sofa.
Simple in form, and clever in function, Cape Town’s modular 2- Seater Sofa and Chaise Sofa feature
interchangeable arms, making it customizable to any space. White powder-coated framing and
knitted weave inlay detail give it an elegant edge.
Strong curved khaki framing make Hermosa a striking and confident addition to contemporary
outdoor living spaces. The sandblasted glass coffee table complements soft grey outdoor upholstery.
Embodying resort living, the Maldives range features low seating and hanging chairs, perfect for
larger spaces and relaxed living. Thick woven designs in black, charcoal or white channel an
eclectic, coastal vibe.
Delivering a comfortable feel and a minimal aesthetic, the Marina collection mixes a sophisticated
colour palette of grey and moss with warm, aged teak. The Cube Sofa Chair and 3 Seater Sofa are
classic pieces, while the Square Woven Dining and Occasional Chairs offer a contemporary look.
Tahiti’s angular teak framing and dark grey upholstery promises to age beautifully and works well
in lush garden settings and beyond.

Collections 2018 is available via boutique retailers and design professionals nationally.
Interviews:
Available on request with GlobeWest’s Co-founder and Design Manager.
Images:
New imagery will be regularly added to www.globewest.pressloft.com throughout the year.
The following are now available for download.
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Technologies explained:

Sunbrella
•
•
•
•
•
•

Fade resistant
Water-repellant
Stain-proof
Breathable
Mould resistant
UV Protection

Quick Dry Foam
•
•
•

Dries faster than
regular foams
Resistant to natural
mould
Resistant to fungus

Polystrand
•
•
•

Lightweight
Strong
Highly Durable

